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Jen’s Notes
I love this time of year—the retrospection on
the year almost done, the new plans taking
shape for the new year about to begin, the
deadlines flying by . . .
The Pushcart Prize is a prestigious honor
in the literary business, and as a small press I
have the honor of nominating up to six
pieces. I made a commitment to myself this
year to take advantage of the opportunity to
nominate six pieces, although it’s such a
tough call—like narrowing-down-thewinners-of-all-the-contests hard, times three.
(See the nominations on the next page.)
Luckily, I did make that deadline, which
was December 1st, but the last contest of the
year for us, the Genre story contest, due to
being pushed back to begin with, was just a
bit too late to make this deadline. I
nominated the winners of each contest plus
an additional piece from each publication so
far this year, and leaving out the Genre issue
just didn’t feel right. Which is why, in honor
of being late to begin with, I’ve pushed the
release date for this issue back to January
2nd. That way the winner and contributors
will still be in the running for nominations
next year.
In other news, I’ve mentioned before that
I am on a quest for resonance here with this
publishing endeavor. Last year’s Wild Women
contest was pretty much the epitome of
resonance for me as we had a great turnout
and a beautiful collection of stories and
poems for our inaugural issue. Thus, the Wild

Women story contest has resonated its way
onto our permanent roster, like the flagship
Stories That Need to Be Told contest.
In an effort to streamline a bit and not
have too many contests too close together,
and also because I do love symmetry, moving
forward we’ll have just two issues of
TulipTree Review a year. The Wild Women
will inhabit the Spring/Summer issue, and the
Fall/Winter issue will host a new theme for
2020: Underdogs.
Really, both contests play into an overall
theme that’s been pinging around in my brain
lately, which is the idea of POWER. With an
election year coming up, we all get to
witness the often ugly struggle in the fight for
power, and to me that usually translates as a
battle of the bank accounts, a battle of
influence, a battle of how many news media
outlets one can manipulate . . . But there are
many ways power can manifest itself besides
the overt and the loud, and besides in battle.
Plus, sometimes that overt power can
backfire, or prove fickle. Thus, I’m excited to
read stories that explore the various
manifestations of power, both from the
perspective of the feminine and from the
perspective of the underdog, which are
obviously not mutually exclusive.
Back to resonance, unfortunately some
ideas don’t have enough. For that reason, the
Story of the Week venue will be closed going
forward. It’s all part of shaking out (pun
intended) the pieces that are bound to fall off
anyway to reveal the fundamental pieces that
will last for TulipTree.
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Pushcart Nominees
I’m happy to announce the contributors nominated for this year’s Pushcart Prize:
from TulipTree Review Spring 2019 Wild Women issue
• Grand Prize winner: “The Missing Jesus” by Neta Harris
• “Woman off the Grid” by Sandy Lender
from TulipTree Review Summer 2019 New Writers issue
• Grand Prize winner: “Gingerbread House” by Daniel Zeiders
• “The Day I Met My Mother” by Patsy Lally
from Stories That Need to Be Told 2019
• Grand Prize winner: “Messenger of God” by Morgan Smith
• Depth merit winner: “Neanderthals” by Michael Keane
For more about the prize, visit www.pushcartprize.com.

BUY IT

Wild Women 2020
I am SO excited about our next Wild Women issue! Our new deadline
is March 23, 2020, with a release date of May 1, 2020. I’ve discounted
the price on our inaugural issue to $8.99 for the lead-up to the next
contest. If you have a Wild Woman story, you can check out the details,
see the past winners, and enter the contest here.

Contributors and Future Contributors:
If you have been published in a TulipTree collection or on the website, please
send your news to jennifer@tuliptreepub.com.
To be a future contributor, check out www.tuliptreepub.com for
currently open calls for submissions!
www.tuliptreepub.com
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